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partis pris: 
Common Language:  an objective way, not an individualistic approach. 
 

Structuralist:  use the materials, then accept the result, the crystallization of its inner structure, the slow unfolding of its form. 
 

Gesamtkunstwerk:  total work of art, from the structure, through materials, furnishings, connection details, to the space. 
“Functionalist architecture deals with only the practical side of life or the mechanistic function of life: living and working.  
However, something exists beyond the demand for the useful, and that is the spiritual.  As soon as the architect or the 
engineer wishes to visualize relationship - for example, the relationship between a wall and space - his intentions are no 
longer solely constructive but plastic as well.” 

 

Freestanding Walls:  as the freestanding column, floating, glass and stone planes shifting free of the horizontal planes. 
 

Neo-Pasticism: dynamic equilibrium in irregular grid structure, abolishing figure-ground dichotomy or pictorial hierarchy. 
 

Reflectivity:  polished stone and reflections in glass as lenses and mirrors to see an enlightened age. 
 
 
leitmotifs: 
architecture as pure art materialized, without practical function or utilities  
 

asymmetrical, shifting, floating planes, compressing and releasing space creating spatial asymmetries 
 

orthogonal directionality, major axis and minor cross axis, approached and entry on the diagonal 
 

veneer stone slabs as the dimensional module, layering space with materiality, walls as the artwork 
 

dismantling the box, continuously flowing space 
 

interior finishes and detailing the same as exterior, without marking transition 
 

sense of shelter altered, by no division between inside and outside 
 

structure clad with finish materials, concealing the structural workings 
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